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ABSTRACT

The subalgebra C#(X) was first defined by Nel and Riordan as being

those members f of C*(X) such that for every maximal ideal of C(X) there

exists a real number r such that Èr belongs to M. Since then, many

different characterizations of C#(X) have been found. In this thesis we

describe C#(X) for various topological spaces; these examples were found

in papers written by Nel and Riordan, Stefani and zanardo, and Choo. We

also investigate when C#(X) determines a compactifi.cation of X. Stefani

and Zanardo have shown that if X is either pseudocompact, locally

compact, O-dimensional or srongly O-dimensionai then C#(X) d.etermines a

compactification of X. 'We examine further conditions on X, as given by

Melvin Henriksen, that allow C#(X) to determine the Freudenthal

compactification of X.

If C#(X) determines a compactifìcation yX of X we show that the

zero sets of the members of C#(X) form of Wallman base for y X. Also,

compactifrcations determined by C#(X) for arbitrary Tychonoff spaces X

turn out to be perfect compactifications. Finally we give a characterization

of the zero sets of the members or C#(x) for arbitrary Tychonoff spaces.
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CHAPTER 1

BASIC PROPERTiES OF C#(X)

All hypothesized topological spaces will be assumed to be Tychonoff

spaces. Notation and terminology will coincide with the ones used in tGJl.

Results indicated by (**) are new.

1.1 Definition Let X be a Tychonoff space. The subset C#(X) of C(X) is the

set of all continuous real-valued functions f such that for every maximal

ideal M in C(X), there exists a real number r such that Èr e M.

It can easily be verified that c#(X) is both a subalgebra and a

sublattice of C(X).

Before giving a few charaterizations of C#(X) we note some of its
basic properties. In what follows Cr(X) will denote the set of all continuous

functions with compact support and Cr,(X) the set of all continuous

functions with frnite image.

1.2 Proposition C#(X) contains all constant functions.

Proof: This follows immediately from the fact that all maximal

ideals of C(X) contains the zero function 0. QED
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The set {x e X: f(x) = 0} wili be called the zeto set Z(Ð of the function

f. The cozero set of a function f will represent the set of points in the d.omain

onwhichf does notvanish. We will denote t]ne cozero set of f by Cz(Ð. Also

if A is a subset of the space X then we will denote the closure of A in X by

cl¡4.

1.3 Proposition a) Cx(X) is contained in C#(X).

b) Cp(X) is contained in C#fi).

Proof: a) Let M be a maximal ideal of C(X). Suppose f e Cr(X) but f
does not belong to M. Then there exists a g e M such that z(f) a z(g) = Ø.

Consequently Z(s) E Cz(f). But if f e Cx(X) then clxCz(f) is compact.

Consequently z(g) is compact. Now Z(g) meets every zero set in Z[M] and

zlMl has the fìnite intersection property. Consequently ZlMl has a non-

empty intersection. Let p e n{Z(h): h e M}. Then Z(Èf(p))meets every zero

set of ZlMl. Hence Èf(p) e M and so f e C#(X).

b) Let f E c#(x) and M be a maximal ideal in c(x). suppose

flXl = {r1,r2,...,r¡}. Then (Ër1) G-r)...(Èr,") = 0, an element of M. Since

M is a prime ideal then Èr¡ e M for some i; hence f e C#(X). QED

1.4 Proposition ISZLI If S is C-embedded in X and f e C#1¡) then f ls e

c#(s).

Proof: Since S is C-embedded in X then there exists a homomorphism

y which maps C(X) onto C(S) defrned by ry(Ð = f lg. Let M be a maximal ideal

inC(S). SupposeM=Mpwherep€ PS. Then Ve[M={Ve[{f e C(S): pe
clsZ(Ð)J = {f e C(X): p e clBxZ(f ls)}. Note that since X is C-embedded in X

then clpxs=PS (6.9tGJl). Let M'= {f e C(X): pe clpxZ(Ð}. Wewouldlike

to show that M' = Ve[M.
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We first claim that if S is a C-embedded subset of X and Z is a zero set

of X then clBx(S r¡ Z) - clBxS n cIgxZ. Suppose x does not belong to clB¡(S n
Z). The claim is established if we can show that x d.oes not belong to clpxS

o cIBxZ. Suppose x e cIBxZ. Then there exists a zero set Zsof X such that x
e clgxZs and Zs a (Z a S) = Ø. Let g e C(X) such that Z(g) = Z a Zs.Then
Z(Ð^S=Ø andsol/glse C(S). Ifwelet f = L/g19 andfebetheextension

of f over X then fog[S] = {1} and foelz(Ðl ={0}. Hence S and Z(g) are contained

in disjoint zero sets of X. It follows from 6.5 of iGJl that clB¡S n clB¡Z(g) =

Ø . lrlow since x € clpxZ(s) then x does not belong to clpxS; thus x does not

belong to clBxS a clBxZ and so clBx(S r¡Z) - ctBxS a clBxZ.

The following argument now completes the proof. If f e v(_tM then
p e clBsZ(f ls) = cI¡xZ(fls) c cIBxZ(f ). Hence f e M' and rpre-[M E M,.

Suppose f eM'. Then p e clgxZ(f).

Since p€ psthen:

pe clByZ(f)nBS

= cirþxZ(f) n clBxS

=clþx(Z(f ) n S) (by the above claim)

=clBsZ(f ls).

Hence f e v+lM . It then follows that M' c v+lM and so M' = rpr<-¡¡41 .

Thus Ve[M is a maximal ideal in C(X).

Let f e c#(X). Then there exists an r € R such that f-r € v<-[M .

Since ry(f-r) e V"VeIM = M, then (f lg)-r e M; thus f lg e C#(S).

aÐ

Let R * represent the extended real line (i.e. the one-point

compactification of R). If f is function mapping a space X into R* Iet the f*
denote the extension of f over BX.
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1-.5 Proposition lSZ2l If f e C#(X), thenf lXl is compact. Hence C#(X) ls

contained in C*(X).

Proof: we first show that f tXl is closed in R. suppose r e cisf txl _

txl. Let zn=f+[ [r-1ln, *L/n] I and g = {Z,",}r,e¡¡;then s has the finite

intersection property. Let ZlMlbe a z-uJtrafilter containing S. Since r is not

contained in flXl then the collection S has empty intersection in X. By
hypothesis f e C#(X) and so Èk e M for some k in R; thus Z(Èk) e Z(M). It
follows that Z(f-k) o ¡<-¡[r-1ln, r+l/n]l *Ø for all n; hence k = r. This

is a contradiction since f+(r) does not meet X; consequentty ct¡ffX]-ftxl =
Ø.

we now show that f [x] is compact. suppose x e BX-X. since f txl is
closed in R then either f t(x) e f tXl or f *(x) 

= "o. In the latter case, for every

n e N, x e f*ê[R*- [n,n]1. Consider the maximal ideal Mp in C(X). There

exists an r in R such that (f-r) e Mp, and so x e clBxZ(Èr) (7.8, tGJl).
Then for every n, there exists â yn € [f xê[R* - [n,n]ll ô Z(f_r). For each

û, f * (y,,) = r and {f *(yn)J,., converges to ". (since fx is continuous and. x is a
limit point of {y,r},, ). This is a contradiction. Consequently fx(x) e f [X], f
[X] = fx[PX], hence f [X] is compact. QED

Recall that if Mp is a maximat ideal of C(X) then Mp = {f e C(X): p e

clBxZ(f )). Let p e X and let o'o be a homomorphism from C(X) onto the field

of real numbers R defined by oo(Ð = f (p). Then Mp is the kernel of oo. It
follows that the residue class ring C(X)/lVIp is isomorphic to R (see 4.6 of

tGJl). Let y:c(x)/lVIp + R be this isomorphism defined by y(Mp + Ð = f(p).

Note that for every maximal ideal Mp the resid.ue class ring C(X)/Mp

contains a canonical copy of R, namely MR = {Mp+r: r e RJ. A maximal
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ideal Mp is said to be real if C(X)/lUp is isomorphic to R. We will say that the

coset Mp + f is real if Mp + f e Mp. In 5.6 of tGJl it is shown that if p belongs

to the realcompactiflrcation ux of x then Mp is real. In fact {p e BX: Mp is
real] = r¡X. If Mp is a real maximal ideal then the z-ultrafilter Z[Mp] is

called a real z-ultrafilter.

Proofs of the equivalence of the following statements are found in part

in [NR], [Ct1, lSZ2] and [Isa].

1.6 Theorem For f e c(x) then following are equivalent:

1) f e C#(X)

2) For every C-embedded subset S of X, flSl is compact.

3) f e c*(x) and for every c-embedded copy D of N in X flDl is closed,

hence finite.

4) f e C*(X) and fIZl is closed for every zero set Z inX.
5) f e C*(X) and for every p e BX-uX there is a neighbourhood of p in

pX on which fF is constant.

6) f e C*(X) and, for every r e R, clBxZ(Èr) = Z(fþ-r).

7) (**) f e c*(x) and, for every open subset tI of px, flu n xl = fÊ[u].

8) M + f is real for any maximal ideal M in C(X).

Proof: 1) => 2)Let S be a C-embedded subset of X. By propositionl.4,
for every f e c#(x), f ls e c#(s). By proposition 1.5, if rls e c#(x), f lstsl is
compact.

2) => 3) Let D be a c-embedded copy of N in x. Then by 1.5, flDl is
compact and consequently is closed. Suppose flDl is infinite. Let {r,,: n e N}

be a discrete converging subsequence of flDl with only finitely many

repeating elements (0.13, tGJl). This will contrad.ict our hypothesis as we
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shall now see. Now fe[{r,r},-,] is clopen in D, and so is c-embedded in D,

hence is C-embedded in X. Also fe[{r,.}r,] is homeomorphic to N. But the

image of fe[{r,.,}"] is not compact since f.fe[{r,.,},.,] doesn't contain its limit
point. Consequently flDl is finite.

3) => 4). SupposeflZl is not closed for some zero set ZinX. Let r e

clnflZl. Let [x,r]rr. u be a sequenceinZ such that the limrr_r_f(x,.) = r. Let g e

C(X) such t]nat Z = Z(g) and h = Il((f-r)2+gz¡. Now h e C(X) and is
unbounded on {xr,: n e N}. Consequently, by 1.20 of [GJ], {x,r: n e N} contains

a copy D of N, C-embedded in X. The fact that flDl is not finite is a

contradiction of our hypothesis. Consequently flZl is closed.

4) =>1) Let M be any maximal ideal of C(X). Then M - Mp - [f e C(X):

p e cIpxZ(Ð ) for some p in BX (7.3 of tGJl). Suppose that f satisties condition

4 and that ÈfÊ(P) is not contained in Mp . Then there exists a zero set Z in
ZlLlp I such that p e clBxZ andZ ¡Z(f-fÛ(p)) = Ø. Note that fF(p) e fÊ[clpxZ] =

clnfF[Z] = cLnfTZl = flZl (since f is bounded and c\nlZl is compact). Then there

exists a y e Z such that fF(p) = f(y). Then y belongs to z andto z(f-fß(p)). This

contradicts the fact that Z ¡ Z(f-fþ(p)) is empty. Consequently ÈfÊ(p) e Mp ,

whichimpliesf e C#(X).

3) => 5). Suppose that for every C-embedded copy D of N in X, fIDl is
fïnite. Let f e C#(X) and let x6 e pX-uX. Suppose fÊ not constant on any

neighbourhood of xs. Let g e C(ÞX) such that xo e Z(g) E pX-uX (1.59, tWal).

we will construct the following sequence. Choosê x1 € gê-[(-1,1)] ô X such

that f(xr) + f(xo) and x,r*1 e fF*[(xo) - ð.,, f(*o) + ôr,)] n ge[(-1ln,1/n)] ô X,

where õ., = lf(x,r)-f(*o)1, andf(x.,*r)*f(xo)foralln. LetD = {x,.,: ne N}. Dis

a C-embedded copy of N, since g maps D homeomorphically onto a closed

set in R (1.19 tGJl). The fact that flDl is not finite is a contradiction. Hence
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such a sequence cannot be constructed, and so fF must be constant on some

neighbourhood ofxe.

5) => 6) Obviously clBxZ(Ër) E Z(fþ-r). Let p e Z(f-,r). We will consider

two cases. First suppose p e Z(fþ-r) - uX. By 8D(1) of tG"fl this implies p e

cIBxZ(f-r)' Now suppose p e Z(fF-r)-uX. By hypothesis fF is constant on a

neighbourhood of p, so Z(fß-r) is a neighbourhood of p. It foilows that p e
cIByZ(f-r), and tlnat Z(fþ-r) 

= cIBxZ(Èr).

6) => 1) Suppose f e C*(X) and that for every r e R Z(fþ-r) = cipxZ(Èr).

LetMbe anymaximalideal of C(X). ThenM - Mp - {f e C(X): p e clBxZ(fl}

for some p in BX (7 .4 of tGJl). Now p e Z(fþ - f9(p)) and, sinc e Z(fþ - fÊ(p)) =
cIBxZ(f-fî(p)), pe clBxZ(f -fÊ(p)). Consequentlyf -f9(p)e Mp and f e

c#(x).

6) => 7). Suppose f e C*(X) and for every r e R, clBxZ(Èr) = Z(fþ-r). Let
U be an open subset of pX. That flU n Xl c fÊtUl is obvious. If r € fB[U], then

Z(fß-t) n U is non-empty and since Z(fþ-r) = clþxZ(f-r) it follows that
cLBxZ(f-r) n U is non-empty. Since U is open then tJ o Z(f-r) is non-empty.

Consequently r € flu n Xl.

7) => 6) Suppose that for every open subset U of 0X, flU ô Xl - fÊtul.

We are required to show that clBxZ(f-r) = Z(fþ-r). Suppose x e Z(fF-r) _

clBxZ(Èr). Let U be an open neighbourhood of x such that U n clB¡Z(Èr) =

Ø. Then r is not contained in flu n xl. But since u meets z(fþ-r) then r e

fFtul. This contradicts the given condition, and. so our implication follows.

1) => 8) If f . ç*(X) then for any maximal ideal M of C(X) there exists

a real number r such that Èr e M. Hence M + (f-r) = M and. M + f = M + r.

8) => 1) suppose that Mp + f is real for each p € px.Thus Mp + f = Mp

+rwherere R.ThenÈre Mp;hencef e C#(X). eED
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In [Fr], Frolik defines a z-mappíne from a space x to a space y as

being a map which sends the zero sets of X to closed sets of Y. By condition 4

of 1.6, C#(X) consists precisely of those members of Cx(X) that are Z-

mappings. In [Isa], Isawata establishes the following proposition for the

family of WZ-mapping of which C#(X) forms a subfamily. For completeness

we include a proof of the special case.

1.7 Proposition [Isa] If f e C#(X), then f is open ifffÞ is open.

Proof: ( => ) Suppose fF is open and let U be an open subset of X. Let IJ*

be an open subset of BX such that U = U* n X. Then by 1.6 (Z), flUl = flU* n
Xl = fP[U*], which is open by hypothesis.

( e ) Let f be open and let U be an open subset of BX. Then by 7) of 1.G,

fFtul = flU ô Xl. But flU n Xl is open in R so fÊtul is open. Thus fF is an open

map. QED

There is an interesting characterization of C#(X) which depends only

on maximal ideals in C(X) and C*(X).

1.8 Theorem [C2] C#(X) is the largest subring of C*(X) satisfying:

1) C#(X) contains all constant functions.

2) Mp n C#ñ) = M*p n C#(X) for every p € BX.

Proof: Suppose G is a subring of C*(X) satisfying conditions 1 and 2.

We will fìrst show that G is contained in C#(X). Let g e G and let r e R. It
wiil suffrce to show that Z(gF-r) c clBxZ(e-r). Let p = 

yçgl-r). Then gß(p) = r
and so g-r € M*p n G. Condition 2 implies that g-r e Mp ô G, and so p e

clBxZ(E-r). Hence Z(Sþ-r) = clþxZ(g-r). Then, by 6) of theorem 1.6, g e

C#(X), consequently G c C#(X).
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For the converse, we know that C#(X) satisfies condition 1. We now

show that it satisfies condition 2. Letp € BX. Recall that Mp - {f e C(X): p e

cIpxZ(Ð) and that M*p - {f e C*(X): fP(p) = 0}. If Be Mp n C#(X), then p e
cIBxZ(Ð = Z(gþ) (by 1.6). Now gÊ(p) = 0, and so g e M*p n C#(X). Thus Mp n
c#(x) c M*p n c#(X). conversely, let g e M*n n c#(X). Then gF(p) = 0,

hence p e Z(gÞ) = clyxZ(g). Consequently g e Mp n C#(X), an¿ so M*p n
C#(X) E MP n C#(X). We have thus shown that Mp n C#(X) = M*p n C#(X).

aÐ

If f belongs to C(X) the unique extension of f to a member of C(uX) will
be denoted by f!. The following theorem shows that c#(x) does not
distinguish the space x from its realcompactification ux.

1.9 Theorem(**) The mapping defîned bV V(Ð = fu induces an isomorphism

from C#(X) onto C#(uX).

Proof: This map is well known to be a one-to-one ring
homomorphism from C*(X) into C(uX). We would like to show that every f
in c#(x) extends to fb in c+(ux) and that, for every f in c#(ux), f I x belongs

to C#(X). Since X is C-embedded in uX, it follows from proposition 1.4 that
f l¡ e C#(X) whenever f e C#(uX).

Let f e c#(x). Then by 5) of1.6, for any p e BX-uX, fb is constant on a

neighbourhood of p. Since fB = (fb)P, then by 1.6, fu e C#(uX). Thus the

mapping ry: c+(x) + c#(ux) defined by v(Ð = fb is an isomorphism. eED

1.10 Proposition(t*) The space X is pseudocompaci iff C(X) = C#(X).

Proof: Suppose x is pseudocompact. Every maximal ideal in C(x) is

real in c(X) when and only when x is pseudocompact (5.s (b) of tGJl). If M
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is a maximal ideal of C(X) then since M is real C(X)/I\{ is a canonical copy

of R. Consequentlyfor every f in C(X) there exists r e R such that M + f = M

+ r. Hence Èr e M; as M was arbitrary f e C#(x). As f was arbitrary C(x)

= C#(X). Conversely if C(X) = C#(X) then C(X) = Cx(X); thus X is
pseudocompact. QED

1.11 Proposition tNRl For f e C*(X), the following are equivalent:

1) f e C#(X).

2) Every z-ultrafilter on X has a member on which f is constant.

3) For every z-ultrafilter U on X, the family f#U of all closed sets in R

whose preimage under f belongs to U is a z-ultrafilter.

Proof: 1) => 2)Let f e C#(X). Let U be a z-ultrafilter on X. LetZ?lIJl =

{f e C(X): Z(Ð e U}. Note that Z+lUl is a maximal ideal in C(X) (2.5 (b) of

tGJl). By hypothesis (and 1.6) there exists an r in R such that Èr e ZçlIJl;
that is z(f-r) e u. Consequently f is constant on some member of u.

2) => 3) Let U be a z-ultraftlter on X and let f e C(X) such that f is
constant on some member of U. Let f#U - {A : A is a closed subset of R and

fe[A] e U]. We will fi.rst show that f#U is a z-filter. Closed subsets are zero

sets in R and so fê[A] is a zero set for every A in f#U. Let 81 and 82 belong

to f#U. Then fe[Bt] and fe[Bz1 belong to U. Note that f+[Br] n ftslBz] =

f+[Bt n Bz] e U, and that B1 .' Bz is a closed subset of R. Therefore 81 ô 82

e f#U. Let A e f+U and let M be closed subset subset of R such that A E M.

Evidently fê[A] c fê[M, so fx-[Ml meets every member of U. Consequently

fe[M], a zeto set of x, belongs to u. Thus M e f#u, and we have shown that

f#U is a z-frIter.

Now let S be a closed subset of R such that S meets every member of

f#U. By hypothesis f is constant on some member of U. Then there exists an
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r in R such that for some V in U, Y 
=Z(f-r). Consequently Z(f-r) e U. Thus

{r} e f#IJ, and {r} E S. l'{ow S e f#U since S is a superset of {r}. Consequently

f#U is a z-ultrafi.lter.

3) => 1) Let M be a maximat ideal in C(X). Then ZlMl is a z-ultrafilter
on X, and f#Z[M] is a z-ultrafilter on R. We will show that if y e 7;16l then

clnf[v] e #zlMl. Let v e zlWl and w e f#zlMrl. Then f<-t!vl e zlM.l and v
n fe[w] is non-empty. Now f[v n fFñu] G flvl n f"fê[w] E ftvl ñ w, so

f[v] n w is non-empty. Hence flVl meets every member of f*zlttrl and, so

clnflVl is a zero set in R which meets all members of f#iMl. This implies

that clnflM e f#[M].

Since f is bounded it follows that clnflvl is compact. As f#Z[M] has

the finite intersection property it follows that n{A:A e ¡*zlMIl} is non-empty.

Let r e 
^{f#ZlMl}. 

Then {r} is a zero set which meets every member of

f#zlMl, so {r} e f#zl}'.l]. Now fe[{r}] = z(f-r) e zlMl, so f-r e M. Thus f e

C#(x). eED

In [NR], Nel and Riordan seem to imply that f e C(X) suffices for the

above proposition to be true. However the condition that f be bounded is
required as the following example shows. Let X = R and define f:R + R by

f(x) = x. Evidently f satisfïes condition 3, but the fact that f is not bounded

implies that f does not belong to C#(X).

1.12 Corollary lSZ2l If X is discrete then C#(X) = Cr(X).

Proof: It follows from 1.3 that Cr(X) c C#(X). Let f e C#(X) and

suppose X is infinite. We construct the sequence A = {x,.,}n from flXl such

that all xn are distinct. Now fêtAl is infinite, countable and discrete.

Consequently it is a C-embedded copy of N. But f"fetAl is not finite. This
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contradicts 1.6 (3). Hence flXl is flrnite, f e Cr,(X) and so Cr(X) = C#(X).

aÐ

L.13 Corollary lSZ2l Let f e C#(X) and let C be a compact subset of BX_uX.

Then fÊiCl is fïnite. In particular if X is locally compact and realcompact

and f e C#(X) then fPtPX-Xl is finite.

Proof: Let f e C#(X) and C be a compact subset of BX-uX. If x e C

then fÊ is constant on an open neighbourhood D* (in ÞX) of x (1.6 (5)). Then

{D*: x e C} forms an open cover of the compact set C, and hence has a finite

subcover {D*i: i = l- to n}. It follows that fFtCl is flrnite. If X is iocally compact

and realcompact then X is an open subset of BX (6.9, [GJ]). Thus BX-X is a
compact subset of BX-uX, and hence fBtÞX-uXl is finite. eED

1.14 Corollary lSZ2l If f e C#(X) and fF is constant on a subset E of BX-uX,
then fÞ is constant on an open neighbourhood in BX of E.

Proof: Let f e C#(X), let E c BX-IX, and suppose fÊ[E] = {r} where r €

R. By 1'6 (5) fÞ is constant on a neighbourhood of every point of E. It follows

immediately that fF is constant on an open neighbourhood of E. eED

1.15 Proposition lSZ2l Let X be locally compact and realcompact. Then f e

c#(x) iff f e c*(x) and every connected component of BX-x has an open

neighbourhood in BX on which fÞ is constant.

Proof: ( => ) Bycorollaryl.lS fBtBX-Xl is fìnite. Let Ebe a connected

componeni of BX-X. Evidently fP is constant on E (since E is connected).

Consequently, by corollary 1.L4, fÞ is constant on an opeïL neighbourhood of

E.

( e ) This follows immediately from theorem 1.6 (5). eED
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we wiil say that a topological space is ultranormal if, for any pair

disjoint closed subsets F1 and F2 in X, there exists a clopen subset

containing F1 and missing F2.

In [Dol Dominguez defìnes and investigates C#(X,E) for
nonarchimedean fields E. Such rings are "nonarchimedan analogues" of

C#(X). He proves that if f e C#(X,E) and X is realcompact then f is a closed

E-valued function. The following proposition verifi.es that the corresponding

result holds for the real-valued functions of C#(X).

1.1-6 Proposition(**) Let f e C#(X) and assume X is ultranormat. If B is

closed in x then fIBl is compact. (In particular, f is a closed map.)

Proof: Let f e c#(X) and let B be a closed subset of X. suppose flBl is
not closed. Let r e fF[clBxB]-f[B], and p e clpxB n fF*(r). Then fF(p) = r and

fF*(r) n B is empty, i.e. z(f-r) n B = Ø. Since X is ultranormal \Me can find a

clopen set A such t]nat Z(f-r) c A and B E X-4. Let y6 be the characteristic

function on A; thus Xe[A] = {1} and 16[X-A] = {0}. Then B c. Z(Xe), so we

have xe e Mp - {f e c(x): p e clpxZ(f)} (as p e clp¡B c ctpx(x-A)). Thus

Z(XÐ e ZlN'[p l. Also, since f e C#(X) and r = fF(p) it follows that Èr e Mp

(here we use the fact t}rat Z(fF-r) = cIþxZ(Ër) þy 1.6 (6)). But Z(f-r) n Z(Xa) is

empty. This contradicts the fact tlnat Z(f-r) and Z(XÐ both belong to ZlWtv 1.

Thus f[B] = flclBxBJ and so flBl is compact. QED

'We 
also have another condition that we can impose on X which forces

the ring C#(X) to coincide with the set of closed maps in C*(X).

of

A
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1 .17 Theorem [He] If X is realcompact and f e C#(X) then the frontier in X

of Z(Ð (denoted FrxZ(Ð) is compact and f is closed.

Proof: Let f e C#(X). If Z(Ð is compact, then obviously Fr¡Z(f) is

compact. Suppose Z(Ð is not compact. We will show thatFraZ(f) = FrßxZ(Ð c
X. Suppose p c (PX-X) aFrpxZ(Ð. Then by 1.6 there exists a neighbourhood

of p in pX, say N, such that fF is constant on N. since p e FrBxz(f) t;ne

interior of N meets both BX-clBxZ(Ð and Z(Ð, and consequently fF(p) = 0.

Then there exists an x € BX-clpxZ(f) = þI.-Z(ÍB) (1.6) such that fF(x) = 0. This

is a contradiction: no such point can exist outside of Z(fþ). Therefore FrBxZ(Ð

c X and so FrxZ(Ð =FrpxZ(f). It follows that FryZ(Ð is compact. In 1.8 of

[Isa], Isawata shows that if f is a Z-mapping and Frxz(f) is compact, then f
is closed. The theorem follows. QED

1.18 corollary [He] Let x be normal and metacompact. If f e c#(x) and

every closed discrete subspace of X is realcompact then f is closed.

Proof: Morita, in [Mor], shows that if every closed discrete subspace

of a normal metacompact space x is realcompact then so is x.
Consequently by the above theorem f is closed. QED

A space x is called ô-normally separated if whenev er z e Z(X) and A

is closed in X and Z ¡ A is empty then Z and A are completely separated in

X.

Let D(X) denote the set of all closed functions in C*(X).

1.19 Prooosition(**) Let X be a õ-normally separated space or realcompact.

Then X is countably compact iff C(X) = C#(X).

Proof: In [C1] Choo shows that X is countably compact iff every

continuous function on X is bounded and closed, i.e. C(X) = D(X). Suppose X
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is ô-normally separated. In lZel, Zenor shows that a Tychonoff space is

countably compact iff it is pseudocompact and ð-normally separated. If S is

countably compact then X is pseudocompact and C(X) = C#(X), by 1.10.

Conversely if C(X) = C#(X) then, by 1.10, X is pseudocompact and, as noted

above, X is countably compact. Suppose now that x is realcompact.

Theorem 1.17 states that if X is realcompact then C#(X) c D(X). Now D(X) E

C#(X) since for every f in D(X) f is bounded and f sends zero sets to closed

sets. Thus C#(X) = D(X) = C(X). Converselyif C(X) = C#(X) then, by1.10, X

is pseudocompact. Pseudocompact realcompact spaces are compact (5H (2),

tGJl) and so X is countably compact. QED

Let F(X) denote the subalgebra of C(X) consisting of those functions f
in C(X) for which there exists a compact subset K in X (K depending on f)

such that fIX-Kl is finite.

In [Do] Dominguez shows that for a metacompact locally compact

realcompact space the nonarchimedean analogue of C#(X), namely

C#(X,E), is in fact just F(X,E) (the nonarchimedean analogue of F(X)).

Proposition 1.20 shows a similar result is true for C#(X) not only under

these conditions but also if X is ultranormal.

1.20 Proposition(**) Let X be a metacompact locally compact space. If X is

either realcompact or ultranormal then C#(X) = F(X).

Proof: We will first show that F(X) E C#(X). Let f e F(X) and let D be a

C-embedded copy of N in X. (If there does not exist such a D then S is

pseudocompact Q.2f, [GJ]) and C(X) = C#(X), by 1.10. Hence F(X) E C#(X).)

Let K be compact subset of S such that flX-Kl is finite. Since K is compact D
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n K is finite. Then flDl = flD n Kl v flD n (X- K) I is finite. It follows from

1.6 (3) that f . g+(X) and finally that F(X) c C#(X).

Now we show that c#(x) E F(x). Let f e c#(X) and assume that x is
realcompact, metacompact and locally compact. Then by 1.17 f is closed.

and, by 1.5, flxl is compact. In theotem 2 of tNol, it is shown that if f:z + y
is a closed continuous map from a metacompact locally compact Hausd.orff

space Z to a compact space Y, then there exists a compact subset K c Z such

that fÏZ-Kl is finite. It follows from this that f e F(X). Consequently C#(X) =

F(X).

If X is ultranormal then by 1.16 flXl is compact. Hence it follows just

as in the case above that C#(X) = F(X). QED

we now investigate c#(x) for some familiar topological spaces.

1.21 C#(Rn) for n e N. Rn is realcompact and locally compact. Furthermore

Rn is paracompact and consequently metacompact (= weakly paracompact).

Then by proposition 1.20 C#(Rn) is the set of all functions in C(X) such that f
is finite on the complement of some compact subset of Rn. If n > 1 then by 6L
(3) of [GJ] PR-Rn is connected; thus it follows from 1.15 that fÊ[BRn-¡¡n1

takes on a single value. In the case of R, f e C#(R) implies that f is constant

on [x: x < a] and constant on {x: x > b} for some a, b e R. (This follows from

the fact that f has only a finite number of values on the complement of a

bounded subset of R, hence f must be constant on both of the connected "tail

ends" of R).

we also note that, by proposition 1.15, fBtpR-Rl takes on at most two

vaiues since BR-R has only two corurected components (6.10, tGJl).
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I.22 C#(P"No) is exactly the set of all constant functions tszll
Proof: Let f€ C#(RRo). Let E,, = {(x1)ie N € RNo: xi = 0 fori > n}. Let fi =

f I pn. Note that En is closed in the normal space R R o and hence is C-

embedded in RRo (see 3D of tGJl). Thus by t.4 f,, e c#(Er,). It is clear that E,.,

is homeomorphic to Rn. Then, by proposition r.20, there exists a compact

subset in En such that f,r is finite on its complement. Consequently for every

n> 2 we can find an â., > 0 and r,, e R such that, for the compact subset K. =
{(xi)i=1¡o,re E¡l l*t I =ân, 

1(i <n}, fnlEn-Krr] = {r.,}. Such an an exists for

each n > 2 since fn will be finite on the complement of a bounded subset of E,,

consequently on the unbounded connected. part of E,.,. Therefore the

continuous function f,r must be constant there. We can choose a,, such that

it is the smallest so that fr[E"-K,r] is constant. (We can justify this by the

following argument. Observe that f,, will be constant on II¡ = 1 ro.,(R-
[a{lr,aclz]). We let a,, = max{ lu6p l: j = 1to n, i =7,21. Clearly l*, I 

= 
a,rfor all

i = 1 to n, and a. is the smallest number such that f'[E.-K.,] = (r,.,].) Note

that f,r"1 lrr, = f,r for all n. Then it follows that K,, c Kn+r and. r¡11 - rn = t2 = r
for all n> 2. We will now show that f((xt)ie N) = rfor all (xi)ie N € RNo. Let

(xili. N € RNo. Since f is continuous then, for every r ) 0, there exists an open

neighbourhood A of (x1)16 ¡ such that lfl(xil) - f(0il) I < efor all (y¡) e A. Ler

A = ôr<i < -lrieAl where A1 is an open neighbourhood ofxi in R, 1 <i < m. We

nortr specifically choose from A the point (yi)i. N such that ¡ = xi for 1 < i <

m, ly**r l t "* and ¡ = 0 for i > m+1. Then (yil e E-*r-K-*r, (yi) e A and.

f(þil) = Ç"*r((yil) = r.'We now have the foltowing situation: for every (xi)i. N e

RNo, and for every r ) 0, and for any open neighbourhood A of (x1)1, there

exists (yr) e A such that f((xi)) = r. Consequently lf((xi)) - f((vJ) I = lf((*i)) -
r I . e and so f((xi)) = r. QED
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1.23 C#(N) = Cr(N). This is a special case of 1..1,2.

In [NR] Nel and Riordan state that C#(Q) = Cr(Q). However this

cannot be true as the following proposition will show.

1.24 Proposition(**) If X is 0-dimensional and first countable then Cr,(X) =

C#(X) iff X is discrete.

Proof: We have already shown in7,L2 that if X is discrete then C#(X)

= Cr,(X). Suppose that X is 0-dimensional and first countable and that Cr,(X)

= C#(X). Suppose X is not discrete. Let q be a non-isolated point of X. As X is

fïrst countable, there exists a discrete sequence {qrr: n = 0 to ".} in X that

converges to q. Let H = {qrr: n = 0 to -} v {q}. Let (Mi: i = 0 to -} be a collection

of neighbourhoods of q such that q6 € M0, en€ Mnbut {qo, e1,..., en-r} EX-
M. and n{Mi: i = 0 to ""} = {q}. Let N6 be a clopen subset of X such that qs e

No, No c Mo and N6 n H-[qo] = Ø. Let N' be a clopen subset of X such that

er, € Nr,, N' cM' and N' r.r [u{Nt: k = 0 to n-1} v H-{q"}] = Ø.Wewill define

a function f such that f(x) = 0 if x e {q} u X-u{Nk: k = 0 to"o}, and f(x) =

1/(n+L) if x € Nr,. It can easily be verifïed that f is a continuous function. Let

F be a non-empty closed subset of X. If {k e N: F n N¡ + Øl is infïnite then

flFl contains the point zero (q e F since F is closed) and hence f[F] is closed

in R. If {k e N: F n Nr * Øl is finite then fIFl is finite and hence is again

closed in fIXl. Consequently by 1.6 (4) f e C#(X). But f(X) is not finite. This

contradicts the fact that Ce,(X) = C#(X). It follows that no point of X is the

limit of a sequence of distinct points; thus X is discrete. QED

Since Q is both 0-dimensional and fi.rst countable but is not discrete

then by the above proposition Cr(Q) * C#(Q).
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CHAPTER 2

Compactifications determined by C#(X)

In this section we study how, and when, c#(x) can be used to

compactify X.

We will say that yX is a compactiflrcation of X if yX is a compact space

and X is dense in yX. Let K(X) denote the set of all compactifrcations of X. Its

elements wiil actually be equivalence classes of compactifications. A

compactification c¡X is said to be equivalent to a compactification TX of X if
there exists a homeomorphism h:qX + yX such that h(x) = x for each x in

X. In what follows rvve will not distinguish between equivalent

compactifications of X. Also note that in this section, when rffe say that a set

is a subalgebra of C(X), we will mean it is also a sublattice of C(X).

If A is a subalgebra of C(X), we will say that A separates points of X if
for any two points x1 and x2 of X there exists a function f in A such that f(xr)

= 0 and flxz) = 1. Also, A is said to seoarate points and closed sets of X if
given any closed subset F of X and a point x not contained in F there exists a

function f in A such that f(x) e clnflFl.

we start with a brief discussion on the general theory of

compactifications and their associated subalgebras of C*(X). Lemma 2.1

and theorem 2.2 and 2.5 are well known results.

2.1 Lemma If K is a compact Hausdorff space and A is a subalgebra of C(K)

that contains the constant functions, then the foilowing are equivalent:
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1) A separates points and closed sets of K.

2) A separates points of K.

Proof: It is obvious that 1) implies 2). We now show t]nat2) implies 1).

Let F be closed subset of K and x e K-F. For every y € F there exists an Ç e

A such that fr(x) = 0 and fy(y) = 1. Now {fy+10/2,2)l: y e F} forms an open

cover of F. Let {fyi?l1/2,2)1: yi e F, i = 1 to n} be a finite subcover and g -
ZlG* v fyzv... r &' ) v 01 ¡ 1. Then g(x) = 0 and ify e F then g(y) = 1; thus

8[F] = {1}. Hence B(x) ø clnglF] = {1}. Since g belongs to A it follows that A

separates points and closed sets of K. QED

2.2 Theorem Let A be a subalgebra of C(X) that contains the constant

functions, and separates the points and closed sets of X. Then,

1) there is a compactification yaX of X with these properties:

1a) For eveïy f in A there exists an fY in C(yeX) such that fr lx = f.

1b) Let Ar = 11y' f e A ). Then At separates points of yaX.

2) if qX is a compactification of X $¡ith the properties:

2a) For every f in A there exists an F in C(qX) such that fu lx = f
2b) Let Ao = {fu: f e A}. Then Aa separates points of y¿X,

then crX and 1¿X are equivalent compactifïcations of X. In other words, y¿X

is uniquely determined (up to equivalence) by properties 1a) and 1b).

Proof: 1) We give a general outline of the construction of y6X. The

evaluation function determined b]' A is the function e6:X + llr. eYr defrned

by [ee(x)]r = f(x). In l-.5 of [Wa] it is shown that, 1) since every f in A is

continuous so is e¿,, 2) since A separates points, €A is one-to-one, and B)

since A separates points and closed sets of X, eA is open. The following

diagram summarizes the construction of y6X and is reminiscent of one

method of construction of the Stone-Úech compactifications (see 1.9 of tWal).
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LetT = llf e ecinflg.

X + dense emb. e6 + clæe[X] = yAX + emb. t -+ T

Since e6 is continuous, one-to-one and open it is a d.ense embedding of

X into the closure (in T) of ee[X] which itself is embedded in T (by t). The

compact space clæe[X] is the compactifîcation y6X of X we seek. We let rc¡

represent the projection map from T to clnflXl. Every function f in A
extends to a function fY in C(yX) where fY = rfr I yX. Let Ay denote the set {fy e

C(yX): fY I x = f e A). Now Ar contains all constant functions and will
separate points of yX (otherwise the mapping t will not be one-to-one). This

establishes part 1) of the theorem.

We now prove part 2). To do so, \tre identify X v¡ith its homeomorph

ee[X]. Let crXbe a compactifi.cation of X and suppose the properties 2a) and

2b) are satisfied. We are required to construct a homeomorphism h

mapping crX onto y6X such that, for all x in X, h(x) = x. Let T be as described.

above and recall that yeX = clreelX]. We define the mapping h:sX + T by

[h(p)]r = fu(p). Note that, if æ¡ is the projection map then, by 8.8 of [wa], h is a

continuous function. If x e X then [h(x)]r = fu(x) = f(x) = ee(x). It follows that

h[crX] is a compact set which contains ee[X] and so clree[X] = h[ctX], that is,

yeX = h[sX]. We now show that h is one-to-one. If h(p) = h(q) then [h(p)]r =

fc'(p) = [h(q)]r = fu(q) for all f in A. Since Aa separates points of yeX (by

\
f '\ n'"f't 

.n,\l/
cl*f[X]
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property 2b) then it follows that p = q; thus h is one-to-one. We have thus

constructed a homeomorphism h from crx onto yax such that h(x) = x for all

x in X; hence sX is equivalent to y4X. QED

2.3 Defrnition If A is a subalgebra of C*(X) which contains the constant

functions and separates points and closed sets of X, then we will call y6x

the compactification of X determined by A.

2.4 Definition We say that a subalgebra A of C*(X) is uniformly closed if it is
closed in the topology of uniform convergence on C*(X). By the uniform

closure of a subalgebra A we will mean the subalgebra A together with the

limit of every uniformly converging sequence of A. The uniform closure of

A will be denoted by uA.

2.5 Theorem Let A be a subalgebra of C(X) containing the constant

functions and separating points and closed subsets of x. Then:

1) {f I x: f e uAv} = uA (where Av is as previously d.escribed).

2) A is uniformly closed iffAy = C(yaX).

Proof: 1) Let g lx belong to the set S = {f lx: f e uAv}. Then g is the limit
of some uniformly converging sequence {g.,}., e I in Ar. It follows that g l¡ is

the limit of the uniformly converging sequence {g" I x},., . I in A.

Consequently g lx belongs to uA and S E uA. Now suppose f e uA. Then f is

the limit of some uniformly converging sequence {gn}n e r in A. Suppose the

sequence {gÏn}.r E t convêrges to the function h in uAr. Then the functions h

and f must be identical on X (since X is dense in yX). Consequently h lx = f
andfe S.

We now prove part 2). Suppose A = uA. Since A contains the constant

functions and separates points and closed sets of x then, by 2.2, A
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determines a (unique up to equivalence) compactification yX of X and,, by

2.I, the set AY separates points of yX. It then immediateiy follows from the

Stone-Weierstrass theorem (9.7 28 tRol) that AT = C(TAX).

The converse follows from part 1). eED
We have thus shown that we can associate to each compactification

1X of X a unique uniformly closed subalgebra A which contains the

constant functions and separates points and closed sets of x. If a

subalgebra A contains the constant functions and separates points and

closed sets of X then (by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem) Aï is dense in
C(yeX) and uAv = C(TaX). The compactifìcation of X d.etermined by A will be

the one associated to uA.

We now specifically direct our attention to the conditions that are

required on X so that the subalgebra C#(X) determines a compactifïcation of
x and to what the nature of such a compactification would be.

2.6 Lemma lsz2l If X is either pseudocompact, locaily compact or 0-

dimensional then C#(X) determines a compactification of X.

Proof: By 2.2, in each case we need only show that C#(X) separates

points and closed sets of X. Suppose X is pseudocompact. Then C#(X) =
C*(X) (by 1.10); hence C#(X) separates points and. closed sets.

suppose x is locally compact. we know that cx(X) e c+(X) (1.8). we
will show ihat C¡1(X) separates points and closed sets of X. Let x e X and let

A be a closed subset of X such that x is not in A. Since X is locally compact

there exist a compact neighbourhood B of x such that B n A = Ø.LetS be an

open subset such that x e S E B. There exists an f e C(X) such that flX-Sl =

{0} and f(x) = 1. The cozeto set of f, Cz(Ð, is contained in S, thus clx(Cz(f)) c
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B and is compact. It then follows that f e Cx(X) and that Cx(X) separates

points and closed sets of X. Consequently C#(x) determines a

compactifi.cations of X.

Thirdly, let X be O-dimensional. It follows from 1.8 that cr(X) E

C#(X). Since X is 0-dimensional then X has a base of clopen sets. Let x e X

andAcXsuchthatxe X-4. NowX-Acanbe written inthe formui. ror
where each O; is a clopen subset of X. Let x e O¡ for some j in the index set I.

Then there exists an f e C(X) such that flO¡ J = {0} and flX-O¡ I = {1}. it
follows that f e Cp(X), Cr(X) separates points and closed sets and that C#(X)

determines a compactifïcation of X. QED

In the last part of the preceding proof, \¡/e showed that cr(x)
(uniquely) determines a compactification of the 0-dimensional space X. We

will denote this compactifrcation bV (X. In [Ba] it is shown that if X is 0-

dimensional then (X is obtained by identifyrng the components of BX-X.

This compactification of x is also briefly discussed ínt0.24 of [wa].

A space x is stronely 0-dimensional iff for every pair A, B of

completely separated sets of X there exists a clopen set U such that A c U c
X_8.

2.7 Proposition ISZTJ Let X be a topological space.

1) If X is pseudocompact then C#(X) determines BX.

2) If X is strongly O-dimensional then C#(X) determines BX (which

equals ÇX by 3.34 and t0.24 of [Wa]).

3) If X is O-dimensional and realcompact then C#(X) determines (X.

Proof: 1) If x is pseudocompact then c#(x) = C(x) = C*(x) (2.5).

Consequently C#(X) determines pX (since C*(X) determines BX).
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2) X is strongly O-dimensional iff uCp(X) = C*(X) E uC#(X) (16A 2,

tGJl) and so C#(X) determines BX.

s) Let t= ç+(X). Let x e BX-X and C be a component of x in px_x. If
y € C then by 1.6 (5) there exists an open neighbourhood in BX of y on which

fF is constant. It follows that, if fF is not constant on C, then C can be

expressed as the disjoint union of open sets hence C is not connected. Since

this is a contradiction fF must be constant on every component of BX-X. Let

t be the mapping from BX to (X which identifies the components of BX-X
into points of (X-X and fixes the points of X. Let g be a mapping from (X to
R such that g(x) = f(x) for any x in X and g[t[C]l = fÊtCl for every component

C in BX-X. As fÊ is constant on each such C, g is well-defined.. Note that fF =

g"r,hence by9.4 of [Wi], gis continuous and gis an extension of X over (X.

Consequently every function f in C#(X) extends over (X. Recall that (X is
uniquely determined by uCr(X). If f e C#(X) then f = g lx where g lx e

ucr(X). It follows that c#(x) c ucr,(x), and since ucr,(x) E uc#(x), uc#(x)

= uCr'(X). Thus C#(X) determines (X. QED

2.8 Theorem(t*) If X is a locally compact realcompact space such that pX-X

is connected then C#(X) determines the one-point compactification of X.

Proof: As X is locally compact then, by 2.6, C#(X) determines a

compactifïcation yX of X. Let f e C#(X). Since pX-X is connected it follows

from 1.15 that fF is constant on BX-X.Lett,be the canonical map fiom BX

onto yX. Then fF = fY"x. Consequently fY.t[BX-X] = fy[yX-X] (6.12, tGJl). Thus

yX-X cannot have two points otherwise (fY: f e C#(X) could not separate

them. It then follows that C#(X) determines the one-point compactification

of X AED
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2.9 Examnles 1) Since Q and N are strongly Q-dimensional then by 2,7 C#(q)
(respectively C#(N)) determines FQ (respectively BN).

Z) C*(R") determines the one-point compactification of R" for all n > 1.

Proof: Since Rn is locally compact and realcompact and since BRn-I¡n

is connected for all n > 1 (eL (3), [GJ]) then this is just a special case of 2.g.

aÐ
3) C#(R) determines the 2-point compactification of R.

Proof: Suppose C#(R) determines the compactification of 1R (2.6).

Recall that BR-R is the union of two homeomorhpic connected. sets (6.10,

[GJ]). Therefore by 1.L5, if f e C#(R) then fÊ takes on at most two values on

PR-R, say (rr,r2). Let r be the canonical map from BR onto yR. Now t fixes

the points of R. If fY is the extension of f to yR then (rr,rz) = fÊtFR-Rl =

ry"tiFR-Rl = fY[yR-R] (6.12, tGJl). since fÊ<-(rr) is a component of BR-R, and

since t"fF<-(rr) = r"(fY"r)e(rr) = 1"x<-"fle(¡r) = fy<-(rr) then fye(rr) is connnected

in yR-R. Consequently no more than two points in yR-R can be separated.

by {fY: f e C#(R)}. We now show that yR is not the one-point compactification

of R. Suppose it were, and let (q) = yR-R. Let f be a function mapping R to R

defrned as follows: f(x) = 1 if x > 1, f(x) = x if x e [0,1] and f(x) = 0 ifx < 0.

Obviously f is bounded and continuous on R. Let A be a closed subset of R.

Let A1 = A n [0,1] and Az =A n R-[0,1]. Then flAl = flAr u Azl = flArl u
flAzl, obviously the union of two closed sets in R. Hence, by 1 .6 (4), f e C#(R).

By 1.6 (6) clBnZ(f - 1) = Z(fþ- 1) and clpnZ(Ð = Z(fþ). Then fP has two values on

PR-R. This contradicts the fact that fÊ[pR-R] = fy"r[FR-R] = fy(q), a

singleton. It follows that yR is the two-point compactification of R. eED
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In [He] Melvin Henriksen establishes various conditions on X for

which C#(X) determines a compactification of X. We consider a few of these

here. First recall the following definition.

2.10 Definition A space is called rimcompact if it has a base of open sets

with compact frontiers.

It is shown in [Mor] that every rimcompact space has a

compactifi.cation QX such ihat QX-X is O-dimensional, and whenever yX is a
compactification of X with TX-X O-dimensional, there is a continuous map

of QX onto yX leaving X pointwise fïxed.

2.1L Definition Qx is called the Freudenthal compactification of x.

From [Di] we state the following two lemmas:

2-12 Lemma [Di] Lei X be rimcompact. Suppose f e C*(X) and. for each real

number r,Fryz(f-r) is compact. Then f has a unique extension to fÞ in

c(0x).

2.13 Lemma [He] If X is rimcompact and realcompact, then every f e C#(X)

has a (unique) extension fl e C(OX).

Proof: Since x is realcompact, it follows from 1.12 that FrxZ(Ër) is

compact for all r e R. consequently by 2.!2 every f in c#(x) has an

extension to fÞ e C(QX). QED

Note that this lemma does not imply that, if X is rimcompact and

realcompact, then C#(X) determines QX as 2.2! will show. It is possible that
there are "not enough functions" in {fÞ: f e C#(X)} to separate points of öX.
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2.14 Definition If B is a subalgebra of C#(X) a maximal stationary set S of B

is a subset of X maximal with respect to the property that every f in B is
constant on S. (A simple application of Zorn's lemma shows that every

subalgebra B has a maximal stationary set).

2.1-5 Definition A subring A of C*(X) is called algebraic if it contains the

constant functions and those members f in C*(X) such that f2 e A.

From 16.29 to 16.82 of [GJ] we obtain:

2.16 Lemma If x is compact and A is an algebraic subring of C*(X), then

every maximal stationary set of A in X is connected and the uniform
closure of A, namely uA, is {f e C(X): f is constant on every connected

stationary set of A).

2.17 Notation If yX is a compactification of X, C*(yX) will denote {f e C(yX):

r lx e C#(X)).

2.18 Lemma If X is rimcompact realcompact then C+(qX) is an algebraic

subring of C(QX).

Proof: Let fÞ e C(0X). Suppose (fþ)2 e C+(oX). Then (fÞ)2 I x = p e

C#(X). Then for any maximal ideal M of C(X) there exists an r € R such

thatf2-r e M. Thatis, either f - 1¡¡uz orf + (r)ttz belongs to M (since Mis
prime). Consequently f e c#(x) and fþ e c*(OX). Hence c+(Qx) is an

algebraic subring of C(QX). QED

2.19 Theorem [He] If X is realcompact and C#(X) determines a

compactification yX of X, then X is rimcompact and yX = OX,
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Proof: Let x6 e X and let v be an open neighbourhood of xe. By

hypothesis C+(yX) separates points of yX. Then C#(X) separates points and

closed sets of x (2.2). There exists an f e C#(x) such that f(x6) = 0 and flx-
vl = {1}.

We will first show that X is rimcompact. Let g = (f - llL) v 0; then Z(g)

- {x e X: f(x) < l/2}. Consequently x6 e intyZ(g). Since X is realcompact it
follows from I.l7 that FryZ(Ð is compact and Z(Ð ís contained. in V. Thus X

has an open base of sets with a compact boundary; so X is rimcompact.

since X is both rimcompact and realcompact then by 2.rB every f e

C#(X) extends to fÞ e C(OX) and by 2.18 C+(OX) is an algebraic subring of

C(QX).

It remains to show that C+(OX) separates points of QX. Let S be a

maximal stationary set of C+(OX). That is, S is a subset of QX maximal with
respect to the property that every fl in C+(0X) is constant on S. By 2.16, S is

connected. Suppose S contains more than one point. Since C#(X)

deterrnines a compactifïcation then C#(X) separates points in X.

Consequently C+(OX) separates points in X and so lS .l X I < 1 and S meets

QX-X. Let K = S n (OX-X). Suppose S - K = {p} where p € X and let x e K.

Since QX is a Hausdorff space there exists disjoint open neighbourhoods N*

and No in QX such that x € N* and p € Np. Since K is 0-dimensional there

exists a clopen neighbourhood of x in K, say M such that M c N*. Now let A

be an open subset ofQX such that M = A n K and such that p does not belong

to A. Then M = A n S. Hence M is open in S. Let B be a closed subset of QX

such that M = B n K. Since wI c QX-N' we obtain the following chain of

equalities: M = (0X-Np) n (B n K) = (OX-N') n B .' (K u {p}) = (OX-N') n B n
S. Then M is also closed in S which in turn means that S is not connected., a

contradiction. We conclude that if S meets X, S must be a singleton.
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Obviously if S is contained in QX-X then, again, S is a singleton. Hence

C+(OX) separates points of QX and so C#(X) determines the compactification

QX of X. QED

2.20 Notation Let R(X) denote the set of points of X which fail to have a

compact neighbourhood.

Note that X-R(X) is open in X, for if x e X-R(X), there exists a

compact neighbourhood V containing x. Suppose the interior of V meets

R(X). Then there exists y in R(X) such that y belongs to the interior of V.

Consequently y has a compact neighbourhood and this is a contradiction. So

X-R(X) is open in X.

2.21 Example In [He] Henriksen constructs an example of a rimcompact

realcompact space X such that C#(X) does not separate points of QX and so

does not determine QX. Let W* - {o: o S c¡r}, the set of all ordinals which do

not exceed the fi.rst uncountable ordinal. Let W = {o: o < or} =.W*- {cor}. Now

W* is compact and if f is in CW) f is constant on a tail of W (see 5.12, tGJl).

We will consider the space X = [0,1] x W*. Its topolog'y $¡ill be the natural

product topology, together with all subsets of [0,1] x W. We fi.rst show that X

is rimcompact. Let x e X. Ifx e [0,1] x W then x is isolated and hence has a

clopen neighbourhood. Let to e [0,1]. Then (to, olr) has a basic open

neighbourhoodX such thatV ô ([0,1] x {cor}) = (to-r, t0 * e)x {ol}. Obviously

Fr¡V = {to - €, t0 * e). It follows that X is rimcompact. Let T = [0,1] x {cor},

and let N = (x,y) x (t,olrl be an open rectangle containing some point p in T.

The closed interval [t, otr] is uncountable and one can easily frnd an open

cover for cl¡N which will not have a finite subcover. Consequently a point of
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T does not have a compact neighbourhood while all other points of X are

isolated; hence T = R(X). Now X-R(X) is realcompact (8.18, tGJl) so X is the

disjoint union of a realcompact discrete space and R(X), which is

homeomorphic to the compact space [0,11. Then x is realcompact (g.16,

IGJ]).

Hence X is both rimcompact and realcompact. Let g e C*(X).We will
show that if g separates two points of R(X) then g cannot belong to C#(X).

Suppose that for 0 < r 4 s ( 1, g(r,co1) * g(s,c¡r ). Since [r,s] is connected there

exists a countably infinite increasing discrete subset S = {x.,},, . N of [r,s]

such that flx,r,or) * g(xm,or) for n * m. Since any f in c(w) is constant on a

tail of W, then for each n in N there exists some ordinal cr' such that g is

constant on {xrr} x [crn,ú)r], since each X-neighbourhood of (xrr,ol1) contains a

co-countable subset of {x,r }x W*. Let cr be the supremum of {cr,r},, E ¡¡. Since W

has no countable cofinal set, it follows that cr ( cor. Then g(x.,,cr) = g(xn,6¡1)

for each n. It follows that {(x,r,cr,)}n e ¡¡ is countably infinite C-embedded

discrete subspace of X such that g(x,.,,ø) * g(x-,o) for n ?É m. Then by 1.6 (B),

g cannot be in C#(X). Therefore R(X) is a maximal stationary set of C#(X).

2.22 TheorcmtHel If X is a realcompact space that is 0-d.imensional at each

point of R(X) then C#(X) determines QX; i.e. uC*(QX) = C(QX).

Proof: Recall that cr(X) E c#(x) (1.8). we will first show that cx(x)
separates points and closed sets. Let A be any closed set in X. Let x e X-
R(X) such that x is not in A. Let B be a compact neighbourhood of x. Let C be

an open neighbourhood of x such that C E B and C n A is empty. Then there

exists an f e C(X) such that f(x) = 1 and flX-Cl = {0}. Now Cz(Ð c C, so

clyCZ(Ð c B and f has compact support i.e. f e Cx(X). We have shown that

Cx(X) separates points of X-R(X) from disjoint closed sets. If x e R(X),
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then, by hypoihesis, x has a neighbourhood base of clopen sets. Let V be a

clopen neighbourhood of x such that v n A is empty. Clearly Cr,(X)

separates x and A, and since Cr(X) c C#(X) (1.3) it follows that C#(X)

separates points and closed sets of X. Thus C#(X) determines a

compactification of X. By theorem 2.19 C#(X) determines QX.

we now show that uc+(Ox) = c(Qx). That uc+(Ox) E c(Ox) is obvious.

Recail that uC+(OX) = {f e C(OX): f is constant on every connected stationary

set of C+(QX)) (2.76). Now C+(0X) separates points of QX and so stationary

sets of QX are singletons. Thus C(0X) G uC+(OX) and uC+(OX) = C(OX).

ap

2.23 Corollart¡ [He] If x is a realcompact such that cl6x(0X-X).is 0-

dimensional then uC+(OX) = C(OX).

Proof: It is easily verified that x n clqx(QX-X) = R(x). Now apply 2.22.

ap



CHAPTER 3

ON ZERO SETS OF C#(X)

In this section we show that a compactification of X determined by

C#(X) is actually a space of ultrafïlters of zero sets of C#(X). We also

characterize tlne zero sets of C#(X) under specific conditions. We begin by

stating and proving the two following lemmas which are instrumental in
proving theorem 3.3. This theorem establishes a direct relation between the

zero sets of C*(X) and the compactification determined by C#(X). We will
denote the set of all zero sets of C#(X) by Z#(X).

3.1 Lemma(**) Let X be Tychonoff, let f e C#(X), and supppose that f has an

extension frto the compactification yX of X. Then cLyxZ(Ð = Z(ft).

Proof: Suppose p e Z(f\)-X. Let x e te(p) where r:BX -+ yX is

canonical map. Then r(x) - p so fY(r(x)) = fr(p); hence (fr"tXx) = 0. But by

uniqueness of fB, fP - fY.r so x e Z(fþ). Consequently:

rçlZ(ft trXl c Z(fþ>X. (*)

We now obtain our result from the following chain of equalities and

containments:

Z(íY>X= r"r?lZ(f\ fX (as t is onto)

=rlz(fþ)l 1¡Y *)

= tlclpxZ(f)l (1.6)

= clrx(t[Z(Ð]) (as t is continuous and closed)

= cIyxZ(Ð.

Then Z(fv) ccl6Z(Ð which implies thatZ(fy) = cIyxZ(f). eED

the

the
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Note that in the above proof, it was not necessary that C*(yX) separate

points of yX. Thus C#(X) need not determine yX for the lemma to hold true.

rn 2.2r we have given an example of a rimcompact realcompact space, x,
where (by 2.73) every function of C#(X) extends dver yX. But for this

particular example C#(X) failed to determine yX. One might conjecture that

if cIrxZ(f) = Z,(fv) for all f in C#(X), then C#(X) determines yX. Example 2.21

shows that this conjecture fails, and that a stronger hypothesis is required.

3.2 Lemma(**) Suppose C#(X) determines the compactification yX. If 21 and,

22 are disjoint zero sets from Z#(X), then cIyxZt o clyxZzis empty.

Proof: Let f and g belong to c#(X) such that z(Ð a z(Ð is empty.

Suppose pe cIyxZ(ÐaclrxZ(g). Thenby3.1 pe Z(fy)aZ({v ) andfy(p) =# (p)

- 0. Suppose r is the natural map from pX onto yX and let x e te(p). Then

fÊ(x) = fY.t(x) = fY (p) = 0. Similarly gF(x) = 0. Recall that pX is a

compactification of X where disjoint zero sets of X have disjoint closures in

PX (1.1a [Wa]). Consequently cIgxZ(f) a clByZ(g) is empty and by 1.6 (6) we

conclude that Z(fþ) a Z(eÐ = Ø. Tlnis contradicts the fact that fp(x) = gÞ(x) = 0;

hence cIyxZ(f) n clrxZ(S) must be empty. QED

3.3 Theorem(*t) If C#(X) determines the compactifìcation yX of X, then

every point in YX is the limit of a unique ultrafilter of zero sets in Z#(X) and

the collection Z#(X) forms a Wallman base for yX.

Proof: If Z#(X) is to be a Wallman base we must verify that it satisflres

the following conditions (see 1gL of [Wi]): Z#(X) must be a base for closed

sets of X such that 1) if F is a closed set and x is a point not in F there exist a

ZinZ#(X) such that x e Z and Z does not meet F,2) Z#(X) is closed under

finite unions and finite intersections, i.e. Z#(X) is a lattice, and B) if 21 and
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22 are disjoint zero sets ín Z#(X) then for some zero sets Cland C2 in Z#(X)

zt ç x-cr , 22 - X-cz and (X-cr) n (X-cz) is empty. since c#(x)
determines a compactification of X then C#(X) separates points and. closed

sets; thus condition 1 is satisfied. Let F be a closed subset of X and x e X-F.

Since C#(X) separates points and closed sets of X then there exists a

function f in C#(X) such that f(x) = 1 and flFl = {0}. Thus F 
=Z(f) and x does

not belong to z(f). Hence z#(x) forms a base for closed sets of x (8.2, tGJl).

That Z#(X) is closed under finite intersections and unions follows quickly

from the fact that C#(x) forms a subalgebra and sublattice of c*(x). we can

show that Z#(X) satisfies condition 3 by the following argument. Let f and g

e C#(X) such that Z(Ð a Z(Ð is empty. Then by 3.1 and 3.2 Z(fv) a Z({) ¡s
empty. Since yX is normal rü/e can find two disjoint open sets 01 and 02 in

1X such thatZ(ft ) c Or andZ({ ) E Oz. Since C*(yX) separates points of the

compact space 1X ii can easily be shown that C*(yX) separates points and

closed (hence compact) sets of yX. If p e yX-O1 then there exists a function

hro e C*(yX) such that hYp(n) = 0 and hrp(Z(fy)) = {1}. The collection {hlpê[(-
r/2,L/2)l: p e yx-o1) forms an open cover of the compact set yX-o1. Let

{hrpie[(-1/2,7/2)]: i = L to r, pi € yX-Or] be a finite subcover of yX-O1. Let q -
hÏpt n ... n hTpn. Since C#(X) forms a sublattice of C*(X) then q e Cs(yX)

and so e = hv for some h e C#(X). Evidently hrlz(fy)l= {1}. Now if x e Z(fr)
then there exists a function tv* e C*(TX) such that ty*(x) = 2 and ty*[yX-O1] =

{0}. As before {tr*<-r,t,3)l: x e Z(ft)} forms an open cover of Z(f\) so there

exists a finite subcover {tr*+t,t,3): i = 1_ to m, xi e Z(f\)}. Ifwe let b = hr n tr¡ n
"' n trxm then b = tT for some t e C#(X) (as above), Z(fv) c Cz(W ), and yX-Or

c Z(tt). By following a similar procedure rvr/e can fïnd a function ky e C+(yX)

such that Z({v ) c Cz(kv) and TX-Oz c Z(W ). Obviously Cz(tt ) n Cz(ky) is
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empty. Then Z(f) cX-Z(t), Z(Ð cX-Z(k), and Cz(k) a Cz(t) = Ø. Thus Z#(X)

satisfres condtion 3 and hence forms a Wallman base in X.

We will now show that if Z#(X) is the set of aII zero sets of C#(X) then

each point of lXis the limit of aZ#(X)-ultrafilter. Let U#p = tz(f-flt (p)): f e

C#(X)) ( p e yX). We claim that U#o ís a Z#(X)-ultrafîlter. Let f and g e

C#(X). Observe that, by 3.1 , Z(fv-f'Y(p)) n Z(gt-gr(p)) = clyx(Z( f-w(p))) n
clrx(Z(S-{ (p))). Since this intersection contains the point p then, by 3.2, Z(f-

fY (p)) r¡z(g-81(p)) is non-empty. Since zff-tt (p)) n z(s-gy (p)) = z(lf I * lg I I

- f lf I * I S I ltpll it follows that U#o is closed under finite intersections. We

now show that U#o is closed under supersets and does not contain the

empty set. Let Z(S-gy (p)) e U#p, h e C#(X) and suppose that Z(S-g1(p)) c
Z(h). Then p e z(s-gY (p)) = clrx(z(s-{Y (p)) c cr"¡xz(h) = z(w ). consequently

Z(h) = Z(]n-}r^t (p)) e U#0. Since {Z(fv-fi (p): f e C#(X)) doesn't contain the

empty set and since p e Z(fr-fYp)) = clyxZ(f-fl(p)) (by 8.1) then no member of

u#o is empty. Thus u#o is az#(x)-filter. For simplicity the terms "z#-

fïlter" (respectively "Z#-¡ltrafilter") will denote a fïlter (respectively an

ultrafilter) on the lattice Z#(X). Let h e C#(X) and suppose Z(h) a Z(e-gr (p))

is non-empty for all g in C#(X). Then Z(h) n Z(h-hr(p)) is non-empty and so

hv(p) = 0. This implies that Z(h) e U#pi hence U#o is a Z#-uItrafilter. Note

that U#o will be free or fïxed depending on whether p e yx-X or x
respectively.

Note that n{cl"¡xZ(f-f^r (p)): f e Z#(X)) = ^{Z(f\-fY(p)): 
f e C#(X)} = {p}

since c*(yX) separates points of yx. Also if p, e € yx, such that p * q, then

again there exists f, g e C#(X) such that ff (p) * # (q) and hence Z(Èfy(p))

does not belong to U#0. It follows that U#o * U#q. Hence there is a one-to-

one con espondence between points of yX and the ultrafilters of Z#(X).
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Let tox(Z#) denote the set of all Z#-uItrafilters. Let Z e Z#(X); we

denote by Za the set of members of ox(Z#) which contain the zero set Z. Then

{Za:Ze Z#(X)} forms a base for the closed sets of :ox(Z#) (19L (1) tWil). Itis
also shown in 19L of [Wi] that if Z# forms a Wallman base for X then c¡x(Z#)

is a compactifïcation of x. In what follows we show that cox(Z#) is

homeomorphic to yX. Defrne the map t:yX + c¡x(Z#) by r(p) = U#r. As noted

in the preceding paragraph, r is a bijection. Let f e C#(X).

't-lz(f)o,l = {p e yX: r(n ) e Z(Ð.'}

= {p € yX:IJ#o e Z(Ðr}

- {P c YX: Z(Ð e U#p}

= (p c ^¡X: Z(Ð e {Z(e-tr (p)): g e C#(X)}}

= {P € yX: cIyxZ(ft) = cl^NZ(e-S(p)) for some g e C+(X)}

= {p e yX: Z(f\) = clyxZ(g-S (p)) for some g e C#(X)}

= {p e yX Z(fi) = Z({t-{Y (p)) for some g e C#(X)} (bv 3.1).

= Z(f\), a basic closed set of yX (since C#(X) determines yX ).

Thus t is continuous. As r is a bijection, it follows that rlZ(ft)l = Z(f)@ and so

te is continuous. Hence r is a homeomorphism mapping yX onto :o;(Z#).

Then if yX is a compactification determined by C#(X) 1X is actuaily lox(z#).

Qu)

3.4 Proposition(**) If C#(uX) determines a compactification 1X then C#(X)

determines yX.

Proof: Suppose C#(uX) determines the compactification yX. Then for

every f e C#(uX) f extends to fYe C(yX) and the set Sr - {fY: f e C#(r¡X)}

separates points of yX (2.2). By proposition 1.9, C#(X) is isomorphic to

c#(uX). Then every f in c#(X) extends to fY via fu and {fv: f e c#(x)}
separates points of yX. Consequently C#(X) determines 1X. QED
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3.5 Definition If IJ is an open subset of X and yX is a compactification of X,

then ExyxU is defined to be yX-clrx(X-U). The set ExrxU is often called the

extension of U in yX.

3.6 Definition Let U be an open subset of X. A compactifîcation yX of X is a

perfect compactiflrcation with respect to the open set U if cl.,a(Frxu) =

Frrx(Ex^¡xu). A compactification of X is perfect if it is perfect with respect to

every open subset of X.

In lemma 1 of [Sk], Skljarenko gives the following characterization of

a perfect compactifrcation:

3.7 Proposition A compactification yX of the space X is perfect with respect

to the open set U c X iff, for every set A e U, cl.¡lçA n cl.,,¡(Fr¡U) = Ø implies

that clrxA n cl^rx(X-U) = Ø.

If X is realcompact and g*(X) determines a compactification then we

know that this compactifi.cation must be the Freudenthal compactifi.cation

0X (see 2.79).It is well known that this is a perfect compactifi.cation of X (see

6.39 of tlsl). However r'¡/e do not yet know the nature of a compactifìcation

determined by C#(X) for an arbitrary Tychonoff space X. The following

lemma shows that such a compactification must be perfect.

3.8 Lemma(+*) If C#(X) determines the compactifi.cation yX of X then yX is a

perfect compactification of X.

Proof: we apply the charactenzation given in B.T. Let u be an open

subset of X. LetA G U. Suppose cl.yxA n cl.yx(FrxU) = Ø.We need to show

that this implies that cllxA n cl.yx(X-U) = Ø. Since C#(X) determines yX,
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then by using an argument similar to the one used in the proof of 2.2,

C+(yX) separates disjoint closed sets of yX. Hence there exists a function fr

in C+(yX) such that fY[A] = {0} and fY[FrxU] = {1}. Let g be a function on X

such that B(x) = f(x) ifx e cl¡U, and g(x) = 1 ifx e X-U. Note that g e C*(X)

(7.6 twil). Since f e C#(X) it follows from the definition of g and 1.6 (B) thar g

e C#(X). Then g extends to * e C(yX). Consequently gr [A] = {0} and gl tX-
Ul = {1}; thus A _c #e[{0}] and X-U E #<-[{1)]. Then clyxA n clyx(X-IJ) = Ø.

Hence yX is a perfect compactification of X. QED

In theorems L and 2 of [Sk] we have the following characterizations of

perfect compactifi.cations. We will use of these in the proof of proposition

3.15.

3.9 Proposition Let 1X be a compactification of X. Then the following are

equivalent:

f ) yX is a perfect compactification of X.

2) If U and V are disjoint open sets of X, then Ex.yx(U u V) - Ex^¡xU v
Ex.yxV.

3) Let g: PX + yX be the (unique) extension of the identity map on X.

Then ge(p) is a connected subset of BX for each p in yX.

From 2.2 in [Dial we have the following easy result:

3.10 Lemma Let 1X be a compactification of X. If W is an open subset of yX

such that FrrxW E X then W = Exyx(W n X).

Let X be an arbitrary topological space. Suppose C#(uX) determines a

compactifïcation of uX; then it must be the Freudenthal compactification
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QUX of ux (by 2.79). obviously, in this particular case, c#(x) arso

determines QuX. The following two lemmas will lead to the proof that if oX

is rimcompact and C#(PX) separates points of uX and separates the

connected components of pX-uX then C#(X) determines the

compactification QoX of X.

3.11 Lemma(**) Let X be a topological space such that C#(X) determines the

compactification QUX of X. Then the natural map r from BX onto QuX maps

distinct components of BX-uX to distinct points of QuX-uX.

Proof: Suppose C#(X) determines the compactifrcation QuX of X and

let t be the natural map from BX onto QoX. If C is a connected component in

BX-uX then t[C] is connected in QuX-uX. Since QuX-uX is 0-dimensional

t[C] must be a singleton. Now suppose p e QuX-uX. Since QuX is a perfect

compactification of X (3.8), then by 3) of 3.9, te(p) is connecied in BX.

Consequently t<-(p) is contained in a component of BX-uX. It then follows

that c[C] = (p] and hence r maps distinct components of BX-uX to distinct

points of QuX. QED

3.12 Lemma(**) Let X be a topological space such that uX is rimcompact.

Then if f e C#(x) and C is a connected component of BX-ux then fÊ[c] is a

singleton.

Proof: Suppose uX is rimcompact and f e C#(X). Then, by 2.I8, f
extends to fÞu in C(OuX). If C is a component in BX-uX and r is the natural

map from BX onto QuX then f9tCl = fÞ"t[C]. But since QuX-uX is 0-

dimensional r[c] is a singleton. Hence fÞtcl is a singleton. eED
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3.13 Proposition(**) Let X be a topological space. Then C#(X) determines the

compactifrcation QUX of X iff C+(uX) separates points of uX and Cç(BX)

separates the connected components of BX-uX, i.e. if C is a connected

component of BX-uX then C = a{Z(fþ-rr): f e C#(X)} where [rr] = fÊtcl.

Proof: Let X be a topological space and suppose C#(X) determines the

compactiflrcation QUX of X. It follows immediately that C+(uX) separates

points of X. If p e QUX-r¡X then {p} = n(clouxZ(Èf0(p)): f e C#(X)} = ^{Z(fþ-
fr(p)): f e C#(X)) (by 3.1 and 3.3). Let r be the natural map from pX onto QuX.

By lemma 3.1L re(p) is a component, say c, in BX-ux. obviously c#(ux)

will determine QuX and so, by 2.L9, uX is rimcompact. By lemma 8.12 fptCl

is a singleton, say {rr}. Then:

C = te(p) - x<-¡n{clqrxZ(f-fl(p)): f e C#(X)}l

= n{c-[clorxZ(Èfl"c.r<-(p))]: f e C#(X)]

= ¡{x<-[clouxZ(ÈfÊ[C])l: f e C#(X)]

= n{clpxtel(Z(f-fÊtC])l: f e C#(X)]

= ^{Z(fþ-fBtCl): 
f e C#(X)}

Since C c ¡Ø6þ-f9tCl): f e C#(X)) then

C = a{Z(fþ-fFtCl:f e C#(X)} = ¡{Z(fþ-rr): f e C#(X)} which is what \Me r¡¡ere

required to prove.

we proceed to prove the converse. suppose c is a component in BX-
uX. If y € C and f e C#(X) then by 1.G (5) fB is constant on some open

neighbourhood of y. If fF is not constant on C then C can be expressed as the

disjoint union of open sets; this contradicts the fact that C is a component of
y. It follows that, for any f e C#(X), fF is constant on C. To show that C#(X)

determines QuX we need only show that C#(uX) separates points and closed

sets of uX. It will follow from 2.I9 that the compactification of uX

determined by C#(uX) is QuX, and from 3.4, that C#(X) determines QuX. Let
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F be a closed subset of ux and F* = clpxF. Then F = Fx n oX. Let x e uX-F
and y e F. Then by hypoihesis there exists a function f, e Cç(uX) such that

fy(y) =1 and fr(x) = 0. If y belongs to some component C of BX-uX then since

C#(BX) separates components of BX from the points of uX then there exists

a function f, e C#(BX) such that fy(r) = 1 (= fy[C]) and Ç(x) = 0. Let

ffy?16/2,2)J: y € F*) form an open cover of F*; then there exists an integer n

such that the collection of sets (Çiel1/2,2)l: yi € F*, i = l- to n) forms a finite

subcover ofF*. Let g = 2[(çi n fyz n ... n Ç") v 0] n 1. Then g(x) = 0, and ify e

F*, g(y) = 1; hence g[F*] = (1]. Since C#(X) forms a sublattice, g e C+(ÞX);

hence g llrx e C#(tX). It thus follows that C#(rX) separates points and

closed sets of uX. Then C#(uX) and C#(X) both determine QuX. QED

3.14 Theorem(**) Suppose C#(X) determines a compactifìcation of X. Then

C#(X) determines PX iff the maximal ideal space M(C*(x)) is

homeomorphic to M(C#(X)).

Proof: (=>) suppose c#(x) determines BX. we know that BX is

homeomorphic to the maximal ideal space M(C*(X)) (L.24 tWal). We would

like to show that BX is homeomorphic to M(C#(X)). Let o.y(Z#) denote the set

of all Z#-ultrafilters. If Z'ì denotes the members of rox(Z#) which contain the

zero set Z in Z#(X) then {Zr; Z e Z#(X)l forms a base for the closed sets of

ctx(Z#) (19L (1) twil). Since C#(X) determines the compactiflrcation BX then

by 3.3 every point q of pX is the limit of a unique Z#-ultrafilter U#o in

c¡x(z#). Defrne the map r:BX + roy(l#) by r(p) = Ir#n. Now r is a

homeomorphism if it sends and pulls back basic closed sets to basic closed

sets. Let f e C#(X).

flz(f)@l = {p € BX: t(n) e Z(ff.o¡

= {p € BX: U#p e Z(Ðal
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= {p € þX: Z(f) e U#p}

- {p € þX-: Z(Ð e {Z(e-gþ(p)): s e C#(X)}}

(recall the definition of U#o in the proof of B.S)

= {p e BX: clBxZ(f) = clþxZ(g-gÊ(p)) for some g e C#(X)}

= (p e þX': Z(fÞ) = Z(gþ-gþ(p)) for some g e C#(X)) (bv 1.6 (6))

= Z(fþ), a basic closed set of pX (9.2 tGJl).

AlsoüZ(fÊ)l = {U#p= ox(Z#):pe Z(fF)}. Since Z(f) e U#oforevery pe Z(fF)

then rlz(fþ)l c Z(fla.If U#* e Z(Ð@ for some x e pX then Z(Ð e lI#*, hence x

e Z(fß). Consequently U#* e úZ(fþ)l and so Z(Ð, c rlZ(fþ)]. It fotlows that

rlz(fþ)l = z(f)@, hence r is a homeomorphism mapping BX onto rox(z#).

We now show that M(C#(X)) is homeomorphic to øy(Z#). We first

show that the maximal ideals of C#(X) are exactty the subsets in C#(X) of

form M#p = {f e C#(X): p e clpxZ(f)} (p e FX) by showing that Z(M*p) is a Z#-

ultrafilter. It is clear that Z(M#p) is closed under supersets in Z#(X) and

that Z(M#p) does not contain the empty set. Since disjoint zero sets in X are

completely separated they would have disjoint closures in BX. Thus, since p

is in the closure of every Z in Z(M#R), no two members of Z(M+p) can be

disjoint (by 1 .14 of tWal). To show that Z(M#p) is maximal, suppose that a

zero set Z meets every member of Z(M#p). If p is not in clpxZ, since C#(X)

determines BX then C#(X) separates p from clBxZ n X. That is, there exists

a zero set z' e z#lx) such that p e z' and z' n crgxzn x = Ø.Butthen Z' n x
is in Z(M+p) and misses Z, which is a contradiction. Thus, M#p is a
maximal ideal. (Note that this might not be the case if C#1¡) does not

determine a compactification). A closed base for M(C#(X)) is {C(Ð: f e

C#(x)) where C(f) = {M#p e M(Q*1¡)): f e M#p} (7.Lr tGJl). Define tox(z#)

-+ M(C#(X)) by r(U#p) = M#n. Since f e M#p ifî Z(f). U#o then úZ(Ðal = C(f).

Similarly te[C(Ð] = Z(Ðr; thus t is a homeomorphism since it maps and
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pulls back basic closed sets to basic closed sets. Hence M(C#(X)) is
homeomorphic t6 @x(Z#). It follows that BX is homeomorphic to M(C#(X));

hence M(C*(X)) is homeomorphic to M(C#(X)).

( e ) Suppose that C#(X) determines the compactification yX of X and

suppose that M(C*(X)) is homeomorphic to M(C#(X)). We can show as

above, by using 3.1, that the maximal ideals of C#(X) are precisely of form

M#p = {f e C#(X): p e cl.yyZ(f)} (p e yX). Also, exactly as in the previous

paragraph, we have that c¡x(Z#) is homeomorphic to M(C#(X)). Since BX is

homeomorphic to M(C*(X)) then BX is homeomorphic to M(Q#1X)) and

hence to rox(z#). But we have shown in B.B that yX is homeomorphic to

ruDx(Z#). Thus yX is homeomorphic to pX hence C#(X) determines pX.

aÐ

In what follows we investigate which subsets of X are possible

candidates for the zero sets of C#(X).

3.L5 Proposition(**) Let X be a topological space. If F is a closed G6 of BX

such that FrBxF E intB¡ux, then F is a zero set of a member of C#(px).

Proof: Let F be a closed G¡ of BX such that FrpxF E intBxuX. Then

there exists a function g € C*(X) such that F = Z(gÞ). In what follows, the

pX-interior of F may or may not be empty. Now (px-intBxF) n clBx(Êx-ux) is

compact. Let S = g0[BX-intpxF) n clp¡ç(BX-uX)]. Then S is a closed subset of

R and misses [0] since Frp¡Z(g0) E intB¡uX. Hence there exists e > 0 such

that (-e,e) n S is empty. Let N = (-e,e); then Z(SÐ c gP*[N] c pX.

Furthermore gÊ+-[]r¡1 ngP*[S] =Ø.LethF =s12. Clearly Z(lhþ 
^gp l) =Z(gF).

Wewillshowthat lhFngFle C+(ÊX); as lh^slB= lhÊng0 lthiri.
equivalent to showing that ltt n g I e C#(X). It \¡¡ill be suffïcient to show that

lhun guIe C*(uX)since ln"gl"= lhunguIandif lh"n BuIe C+(uX)
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then ln" gl e C#(X) (1.9). By 1.6 (7),it will suffice to show that, for every

open subsetIJ of BX, Ih,n guItUnuXl - lftB" g.BItul. We proceed to do

this.

LetUbe an open subsetof BX. That lh, n gu ltUnuXl E lhB ^ 
gp ltul

is clear. We now show the opposite inclusion holds. Let p € U. We wish to

show that lhF n g0 I *upr p into lftp " gp I tU n uXl. We consider two cases.

Case1:Ifpe UnuXthen lftp"gPl(p)= lhungul(p)e lh"n g'ltU
n uXl.

case 2: Let p € u n (ÞX-ux). Note that BX-ux can be expressed as

the disjoint unions of intlxZ(gF) n (BX-uX) and (ÊX-uX) n Cz(gÊ) (see page 2

for the notation Cz). Thus in this case either p € intBxZ(sÞ) n (ÊX-ux) or p e

(BX-uX) n Cz(gÊ). Ifp e intBxZ(SF), gÊ(p) = 0. Ifp e (BX-¡X) n Cz(SÐthen g0

maps p into S; thus I g9(p) I , tlZ. Let us first consider the subcase where

sÊ(p) = 0. Itfollows that lhÊn gÊl(p) = 0 and since TJ aZ(gF)n (ÊX-oX) is

non-empty and FrB¡Z(gF) ç intp¡uX then U n intBxZ(g0) is non-empty, meets

uX, and is an open subset of pX. So there exists an x in U n uX such that

lftB ," gP I (x) = 0. Consequently whether we have case 1 or the first subcase

ofcase Z, lhp ^ 
gÊ lmaps pinto lttp,., gB I tU nuXl.

We now consider the subcase of case 2 where lgp(p) I , tlZ. Then lh0

^ 
gB I (p) = e/2. We want to show that there exists an x in lI n uX such that

lftp " gB l(x) = tJZ. Suppose not. Then U n uX s gÊ*[(-dZ,E/z)]n uX.

If w is a subset of uX, by ExBuxw we will mean BX-ctpx(ux-w). To

arrive at a contradiction we fìrst claim that:

E xpux[g0* lGe] 2,e/ 2)l n uXl n (ÞX-uX) = intþxZ(gF) n ( BX-uX).

Let M = g9<-¡1-y2,0) u (0,e/2)1. Then M E intBxuX (by definition of e) and

g9*lGEl2,e/2)l = FrpxZ(gF) u intBxZ(gF) u M. For simplicity we will denote

z(sÐby Z.
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We first make the following two useful observations:

1) uX-l(intgxZ) u M] = FryxZ u (tX-lZ u Ml). This follows from the fact that

FrBxZ e intB¡uX and that FrpxZ n (uX-[Z u M]) is empty.

2) Exp"¡M = M. To prove this we will show that FrpxM E ux and then apply

3.10. Recall that M = gÞ<-¡1-y2,0) w (0,eJ2)1. Note that M _c gp*[[-d2,tJ2)], a

closed subset of BX. Hence clBxM E gÊ*[[-d2,e/2]1. Observe that gße-¡l-e/Z,el}ll

n (BX-uX¡ = (intpxz) n (þx-ux) and that clpxM E BX-intpxZ (since M a z =
Ø);}rence clBxM c rlx and so FrpxM E !x.It follows quickly from 8.10 that

ExB"x(M n tX) = M. The following chain of equalities now establishes the

claim:

intBxZ n (ÊX-uX)

= ((intpxZ) v M) n(BX-uX) (since M c intBxuX)

= Exp,.rx(uX n (intBxZ)) v Exp,,x(uX n M) n (ÊX-uX)

(by 3.10, the above observation and the hypothesis onZ)

= fExp"x((intgxZ) v M) rì DX] n (BX-uX) (bv 8.9 (2))

= (ÞX-clpx(r¡X-[(intgxZ w M])) n (pX-uX)

= BX-clBxlFrBxZ u (uX-(Z u M))l n (ÊX-uX)

(by observation 1)

= [BX-clp¡(FrB¡Z)J n [pX-clpx(uX-(Z u M))] n (ÊX-uX)

= ([BX-clBX(Frp¡Z)] n (ÊX-uX)) n (BX-ctpx(uX-(Z u M)) n (ÞX-uX))

= (ÊX-uX) n (Expux(Z vM) n BX-uX) (since FrgxZ _c intpxuX)

= Exp1rx(Z v M) n (ÞX-uX)

= BX-clBx6tX-(Z u M)) n uX) n (FX-oX)

= Expux(Bþ*lGt/2,t/2)l n rX) n (ÊX-uX)

Thus the claim is established.

Since U n uX E gÊ*[(-d2,e/2)]n oX then

ExBux(U n uX) E ExB,rx[Bþ*Ge]2,e12)l n uX.
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Consequently, by the above claim, U n (BX-uX) E íntgxZ(gÞ) n (ÊX-uX);

hence sÊ(p) = 0. This is a contradiction since I gß(p) I , ttz. Consequently the

supposition \Ã/e made fails; hence there exists an x in U n uX such that

leF(p) I > ttz. Then lrrp ,^r gP l(x) - t/2, and so lrrB ,., g0 I sends p to a point in

lrrB"gP ltunoXl. Itfollowsthai lhÊ ngß ltul E lh" n g'ltunuxl, and

hence lh" n g" I e C#(ux) (by 1.6 (7)). Thus F, as described, is the zero set

zf lnB 
^ sP I ) of c+(ÊX). eED

3.16 Corollarv(**) Let X be a topological space. A closed subset F of X whose

BX-frontier is a closed G¡ of BX contained in intp¡uX is a zero set of C#(X).

Proof: Let F be a closed subset of X such that the FrBxF is a closed G6

and FrBxF E intp¡uX. If F* = clpxF then F = F* ô X. There exists a collection

{Or: i € N} of open sets in pX such that FrBxF = ôi e ¡Oi. Then F* = n{intBxF*

t-,¡ oi: i e N) and so F* is a closed G6of BX. Hence there exists a gin C#(x)

such thatZ(Sþ) = F*. Now F* n X = Z(gÐ n X = Z(g) = F, hence F is a zero set

of C#(X) (bv 3.15). QED

Given the above two statements one might suspect that, for an

arbitrary space X and f e C#(X), FrpxZ(Ð is disjoint from BX-intB¡uX.
However the following example shows that, in general, this is not the case.

3.17 Example(*x) Let us defi.ne a function f:Q + R as follows: f(x) = 0 if x ( 0,

f(x) = 1/(n+1) if x e (7/12u2(n+1)1,1/lNtrzr'l), n = 1,2,8,..., and f(x) =1 if x >

I/(2t/2). It can easily be verifìed that f is a well-defìned continous closed

function on Q. Hence by 1.6 (4) f e C#(Q). Note thatZ(f) - q*,01 n e. Recall

that Q = DQ; Since PA-A is dense ir 0Q (see 6.10 of tGJl) rhen intBque is

empty. Also note (bv 1.6 (5)) that FrpqZ(Ð cannot meet pa-a (since if p e

tuBqZ(Ð n (ÊQ-Q) and every g e C#(Q) is constant on a neighbourhood of p
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then fÊ(x) = 0 on some point outside of Z(fþ)). Hence FrpqZ(f) c Q. Sinc e Z(Ð is

closed in Q then cIpqZ(f).' Q = Z(f) and hence FrpqZ(f) c Z(Ð. Obviousiy 0 is

the limit of the sequence {1/n},, e N c pq-Z(fÊ); thus 0 e FrgqZ(É). We have

thus exhibited a zero set of C#(Q) whose BQ-frontier meets BQ-intpqoQ.

3.1-8 Theorem(**) Let X be a realcompact locally compact space. Then the

zero sets of C#(X) are exactl]¡ the closed G6's of X whose BX-frontiers are

contained in X.

Proof: Let x be a realcompact locally compact space and suppose F is

a closed Go of X such that FrBxF E intB¡X. Let F* = clpxF and {oi: i e N) be a

collection of open sets of X such that F = ôi e NOt. If B1 = (intpxF) r; 01 then F*

= rìi e NBi (since FrpxF E Oi for all i). By 3.15 F* is a zero set member of

C+(FX) hence there exists a g e C#(X) such that F* = Z(g9). Thus F e Z#(X).

If Z(f) is a zero set of C#(X) thenZ(Ð is a closed G¡ of X (1.10 [GJ]) and

FrBxZ(Ð c intB¡<X (1.17). In this case, intpxX = X since X is locally compact

(3.15 tGJl). Hence aII zero sets of C#(X) are closed G6's whose BX-frontiers

are contained in X; thus the theorem is proved. QED

3.19 Corollary(**) If X is locally compact realcompact space, then the

collection of closed G6's whose BX-frontier is contained in X forms a base for

the closed sets of X.

Proof: since x is locally compact then c#(x) determines a

compactification of X(22.6). Then, by 3.3, the collection Z#(X) forms a base

for the closed. sets of X. Thus the corollary follows immediately from 3.18.

ap
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY

1.1 Defìnition Let X be a Tychonoff space. The subset C#(X) of C(X) is the

set of all continuous real-valued functions f such that for every maximal

ideal M in C(X), there exists a real number r such that Èr e M.

1.2 Proposition C#(X) contains all constant functions.

1.3 Proposition a) Cr(X) is contained in C#(X).

b) Cr(X) is contained in C#(X).

1.4 Proposition tszll If S is C-embedded in X and f e C#(X) then f ls e

c#(s).

1.5 Proposition LSZ?I If f e C#(X), then f tXl is compact. Hence C#1¡) is

contained in C*(X).

1.6 Theorem For f e C(X) then following are equivalent:

1) f e C#(X)

2) For every C-embedded subset S of X, flsl is compact.

3) f e c*(x) and for every c-embedded copy D of N in X ftDl is closed,

hence finite.

4) f e C*(X) and ffZl is closed for every zero set Z inX.
5) f e C*(X) and for every p e BX-uX there is a neighbourhood of p in

BX on which fF is constant.

6) f e C*(X) and, for every r e R, clpxZ(Èr) = Z(fþ -r).
7) (**) f e C*(X) and, for every open subset U of BX, flU n Xl - fÊtul.

8) M + f is real for any maximal ideal M in C(X).

1.7 Proposition [Isa] If f e C#(X), then f is open ifffF is open.
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1.8 Theorem [C2] C+(X) is the largest subring of Cx(X) satisfying:

1) C#(X) contains all constant functions.

2) Mp n C#(X) = M*p n C#(X) for every p € BX.

1.9 Theorem(**) The mapping defined bV V(Ð = fu induces an isomorphism

from C#(X) onto C#(uX).

1.10 Proposition(*t) The space X is pseudocompact iff C(X) = C#(X).

1.11 Proposition [NR] For f e C*(X), the following are equivalent:

1) f e C#(X).

2) Every z-ultrafilter on X has a member on which f is constant.

3) For every z-ultrafilter U on X, the family f#U of all closed sets in R

whose preimage under f belongs to U is a z-ultrafi.lter.

1 .12 Corollar.-¡ lSZ2l If X is discrete then C#(X) = Cr(X).

1.13 Corollary lSZ2l Let f e C#(X) and let C be a compact subset of BX-uX.

Then fÊtCl is finite. In particular if X is localiy compact and realcompact

and f e C#(X) then fÊtPX-Xl is finite.

1.14 Corollary lSZ2l If f e c#(X) and fÞ is constant on a subset E of BX-uX,

then fÞ is constant on an open neighbourhood in BX of E.

1.15 Proposition ISZZJ Let X be locally compact and realcompact. Then f e

C#(X) iff f e C*(X) and every connected component of BX-X has an open

neighbourhood in BX on which fÞ is constant.

1.16 Proposition(tt) Let f e C#(X) and assume X is ultranormal. If B is

closed in X then f[B] is compact. (In particular, f is a closed map.)

1.17 Theorem [He] If X is realcompact and f e C#(X) then the frontier in X

of Z(Ð (denoted Frxz(f)) is compact and f is closed.

L.18 Corollary [He] Let X be normal and metacompact. If f e C#(X) and

every closed discrete subspace of X is realcompact then f is closed.
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1.19 Proposition(**) Let X be a ô-normally separated space or realcompact.

Then X is a countably iff C(X) = C#(X).

1.20 Proposition(**) Let X be a metacompact locally compact space. If X is

either realcompact or ultranormal then C#(X) = F(X).

1.21 C#(Rn) for n e N.

7.22 C#(Rxo) is exactly the set of all constant functions tSZll

1.23 C#(N) = C¡(N).

1-.24 Proposition(**) If X is 0-dimensional and first countable then Cr(X) =

C#(X) iff X is discrete.

CHAPTER II
2.1 Lemma If K is a compact Hausdorff space and A is a subalgebra C(K)

that contains the constant functions, then the following are equivalent:

1) A separates points and closed sets of K.

2) A separates points of K.

2.2 Theorem Let A be a subalgebra of C(X) that contains the constant

functions, and separates the points and closed sets of X. Then,

1) there is a compactification yeX of X with these properties:

1a) For every f in A there exists an fY in C(yeX) such that fY lx = f.

1b) Let Ar = 11y, f e A ). Then At separates points of yaX.

2) if oX is a compactification of X with the properties:

2a) For every f in A there exists an F in C(qX) such that fu lx = f
2b) Let Acl = {fu: f e A}. Then Ao separates points of yaX,

then sX and y4X are equivalent compactifications of X. In other words, y4X

is uniquely determined (up to equivalence) by properties 1a) and 1b).
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2.3 Definition If A is a subalgebra of C*(X) which contains the constant

functions and separates points and closed sets of X, then we will call y¿X

the comoactification of X determined bI¿ A.

2.4 Definition We say that a subalgebra A of C*(X) is uniforml.'¡ closed if it is

closed in the topology of uniform convergence on C*(X). By the uniform

closure of a subalgebra A we will mean the subalgebra A together with the

limit of every uniformly converging sequence of A. The uniform closure of

A will be denoted by uA.

2.5 Theorem Let A be a subalgebra of C(x) containing the constant

functions and separating points and closed. subsets of X. Then:

1) {f lX: f e uAT} - uA (where Av is as previously described).

2) A is uniformly closed iffAv = C(leX).

2.6 Lemma lSZ2l If X is either pseudocompact, locally compact or 0-

dimensional then C#(X) determines a compactification of X.

2.7 Proposition lSZ2l Let X be a topological space.

1) If X is pseudocompact then C#(X) determines pX.

2) If X is strongly O-dimensional then C#(X) determines BX (which

equals (X by 3.34 and 10.24 of [Wa]).

3) If X is O-dimensional and realcompact then C#(X) determines (X.

2.8 Theorem(**) If X is a locally compact realcompact space such that BX-X

is connected then C#(X) determines the one-point compactification of X.

2.9 Examples

2.10 Definition A space is called rimcompact if it has a base of open sets

with compact frontiers.

2.11 Definition Qx is called the Freudenthal compactification of X.

From [Di] we state the following two lemmas:
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2.\2 Lemma [Di] Let X be rimcompact. Suppose f e C*(X) and for each real

number r, Fryz(f-r) is compact. Then f has a unique extension to fÞ in

c(0x).

2.13 Lemma [He] If X is rimcompact and realcompact, then every f e C#(X)

has a (unique) extension fl e C(0X).

2.14 Defïnition If B is a subalgebra of C#(X) a maximal stationary set S of B

is a subset of X maximal with respect to the property that every f in B is

constant on S. (A simple application of Zorn's lemma shows that every

subalgebra B has a maximal stationary set).

2.15 Definition A subring A of C*(X) is called aleebraic if it contains the

constant functions and those members f in C"(X) such that P e A.

2.16 Lemma If X is compact and A is an algebraic subring of c*(x), then

every maximal stationary set of X is connected and the uniform closure of

A, namely uA, is {f e C(X): f is constant on every connected stationary set of

A).

2.17 Notation If yX is a compactification of X, C+(yX) will denote {f e C(yX):

f lx e c#(x)).

2.18 Lemma If X is rimcompact realcompact then C*($X) is an algebraic

subring of C(QX).

2.19 Theorem [He] If X is realcompact and C#(x) determines a

compactification yX of X, then X is rimcompact and yX = OX.

2.20 Notation Let R(X) denote the set of points of X which fail to have a

compact neighbourhood.

2.21 Example In [He] Henriksen constructs an example of a rimcompact

realcompact space X such that C#(X) does not separate points of QX and. so

does not determine 0X.
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2.22 Theorem [He] If X is a realcompact space that is 0-dimensional at each

point of R(X) then C#(X) determines QX; i.e. uC+(QX) = C(QX).

2.23 corollar:r [He] If x is a realcompact such that clqx(Qx-x) is 0-

dimensional then uC+(OX) = C(OX).

CHAPTER III
3.1 Lemma(**) Let X be Tychonoff, let f e C#(X), and supppose that f has an

extension fYto the compactification yX of X. Then c\yxZ(Ð = Z(ft).

3.2 Lemma(**) Suppose C#(X) determines the compactification yX. If 21 and
:

' 22 ate disjoint zero sets from Z#(X), t]nen clyxZ: a clyxZzis empty.

' 3.3 Theorem(**) If C#(X) determines the compactification yX of X, then

every point in 1X is the limit of a unique ultrafilter of zero sets in Z#(X) and

the collection Z#(X) forms a Wallman base for yX.

3.4 Proposition(**) If C#(uX) determines a compactification yX then C#(X)

determines yX.

3.5 Definition If U is an open subset of X and yX is a compactification of X,

' Lhen Ex^¡xU is defined to be yX-cl^¡x(X-U). The set Ex.yxU is often called the

extension of U in yX.
j

3.6 Definition Let U be an open subset of X. A compactification yX of X is a

perfect compactification with respect to the open set U if clrx(FrxU) =
Fr.yx(Ex'yxU). A compactification of X is oerfect if it is perfect v¡ith respect to

: êvery open subset of X.

: 3.7 Prooosition A compactification yX of the space X is perfect with respect :

: to the open set U G Xiff, for every setA c U, cllxA n cl"y¡(Fr¡U) = Ø implies

that cl.yxA n cl.yx(X-U) = Ø.

3.8 Lemma(**) If C#(X) determines the compactification yX of X then yX is a

perfect compactifïcation of X.
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3.9 Proposition Let yX be a compactification of X. Then the following are

equivalent:

1) TX is a perfect compactification of X.

2) If U and V are disjoint open sets of X, then Exyx(U u V) = Ex^¡xU u

Ex.yxV.

3) Let g: BX -+ TX be the (unique) extension of the identity map on X.

Then gê(p) is a connected subset of pX for each p in yX.

3.10 Lemma Let yX be a compactifi.cation of X. If W is an open subset of yX

such that Fr.¡xW E X then W = Exrx(W n X).

3.11 Lemma(**) Let X be a topological space such that C#(X) determines the

compactifïcation QUX of X. Then the natural map r from BX onto QuX maps

distinct components of pX-oX to distinct points of QUX-uX.

3.12 Lemma(**) Let X be a topological space such that uX is rimcompact.

Then if f e C#(X) anc C is a connected component of BX-uX then fF[C] is a

singleton.

3.13 Proposition(**) Let X be a topological space. Then C#(X) determines the

compactification QUX of X iff C*(uX) separates points of uX and Cç(BX)

separates the connected components of BX-uX, i.e. if C is a connected

component of BX-uX then C = a{Z(fþ-rr): f e C#(X)} where {rr} = fBtcl.

3.14 Theorem(**) Suppose C#(X) determines a compactification of X. Then

C#(X) determines PX iff the maximal ideal space M(C*(X)) is

homeomorphic to M(Ç+1¡¡¡.

3.15 Proposition(x*) Let X be a topological space. If F is a closed G6 of BX

such that FrBxF E intB¡uX, then F is a zero set of a member of C#(PX).

3.16 Corollary(*t) Let X be a topological space. A closed subset F of X whose

BX-frontier is a closed G6 of BX contained in intBxuX is a zero set of C#(X).

3.17 Example(x*)
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3.18 Theorem(**) Let X be a realcompact locally compact space. Then the

zero sets of C#(X) are exactlv the closed G6's of X whose BX-frontiers are

contained in X.

3.19 Corollarl¡(**) If X is locally compact realcompact space, then the

collection of closed G6's whose BX-frontier is contained in X forms a base for

the closed sets of X.
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